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Abstract

Nanomechanical resonators have emerged as sensors with exceptional sensitivities. These

sensing capabilities open new possibilities in the studies of the thermodynamic properties in

condensed matter. Here, we use mechanical sensing as a novel approach to measure the thermal

properties of low-dimensional materials. We measure the temperature dependence of both the

thermal conductivity and the specific heat capacity of a transition metal dichalcogenide (TMD)

monolayer down to cryogenic temperature, something that has not been achieved thus far

with a single nanoscale object. These measurements show how heat is transported by phonons

in two-dimensional systems. Both the thermal conductivity and the specific heat capacity

measurements are consistent with predictions based on first-principles.

Keywords: optomechanical resonator, thermal transport, specific heat, transition metal

dichalcogenide, MoSe2 monolayer, NEMS
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Mechanical resonators based on suspended nanoscale objects, such as monolayer semicon-

ductors,1–4 graphene,5–16 nanotubes,17–28 and semiconducting nanowires,29–36 have attracted

considerable interest. Because of their small mass, such resonators become fantastic sen-

sors of external forces and the adsorption of mass.21,23,27,37 The sensing capabilities of nano-

and micro-resonators have been used with great success in recent advances of various fields.

These include nano-magnetism,38,39 surface imaging,35,36 surface science,40,41 light-matter

interaction,32 persistent currents in normal metal rings,42 and engineered electron-phonon

coupling.25 In this work, we show how optomechanical systems can be used to study heat

transport in individual low-dimensional materials.

Heat transport at the nanoscale is of major fundamental interest for a broad range of

research fields, such as nanophononics,43–45 spintronics,46 quantum electron devices,47,48 and

quantum thermodynamics.49 Heat can be controlled and measured with good accuracy in

devices micro-fabricated from bulk material. By contrast, heat transport in devices based

on low-dimensional materials cooled at low temperature is still at its infancy. Measuring

their thermal conductance at cryogenic temperature is a challenging task. It requires the

fabrication of sophisticated devices, which incorporate local heaters and thermometers, and a

careful calibration of the latter.50,51 The difficulty of fabricating reliable devices has hindered

progress in the field for many years.

Lattice vibrations are the main carriers of heat in a large variety of low-dimensional ma-

terials, including carbon nanotubes,51,52 graphene,53 and semiconductor monolayers.54 Heat

transport has been intensively studied at room temperature and above using Raman mea-

surements55–62 and scanning probe microscopy.63,64 Heat transport enters into interesting

regimes at low temperature, such as the dissipationless transport through low-dimensional

materials in the ballistic regime50,51,65 and the phonon hydrodynamic regime predicted in

monolayers.66,67 The interpretation of heat transport measurements can be difficult, since

the thermal conductance depends on various quantities that have not been measured in-

dependently thus far. These include the heat capacity and the phononic mean-free path.

Recently, new methods have been reported to measure the electron contribution of the

thermal conductivity of graphene down to low temperature.68,69

Heat transport measurements in low-dimensional materials have mainly consisted in prob-

ing the thermal conductance K, that is, how well the system conducts heat. In optome-

chanics, it is possible to measure how quickly the mechanical resonator conducts heat.70–72
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The characteristic time τ for the heat to travel out of the resonator introduces a retarded

force acting on the mechanical resonator.73,74

Here, we combine two methods to measure K and τ in a optomechanical resonator based

on a vibrating MoSe2 monolayer. This allows us to unravel the thermal properties of low-

dimensional materials down to cryogenic temperature and with a device that is simple to

fabricate. Our measurements indicate that the phonon transport is diffusive above ∼ 100 K,

while the majority of phonon carriers are ballistic over the size of the device at low tem-

perature. The temperature dependence of the specific heat capacity approaches a quadratic

dependence, the signature of two-dimensional lattices. Both the thermal conductance and

the specific heat capacity measurements can be described by predictions based on first-

principles.

The mechanical resonator consists of a MoSe2 monolayer drum (Fig. 1a-d). The drum is

fabricated with the dry transfer of MoSe2 monolayers using a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)

stamp75 over a highly doped Si substrate with prestructured holes. MoSe2 monolayers

are obtained from mechanical exfoliation of crystals purchased from 2D Semiconductors.

The device is measured in a cryostat whose temperature can be set between 3 and 300 K.

Photoluminescence spectra at 3 K feature narrow peaks associated with two-dimensional

excitons and trions with a wavelength at ∼ 762 nm and ∼ 748 nm, respectively (Section 1

of Supplementary Information), in agreement with previous reports.76,77 Photoluminescence

maps are homogeneous.3 These measurements confirm that the drums are made from MoSe2

monolayers. The metal electrode attached to the MoSe2 flake is used to apply an electrostatic

force on the drum (Fig. 1a,b); it has no effect on the thermal transport.

Mechanical vibrations are detected by optical interferometry.3,74 A continuous wave laser

impinges on the center of the MoSe2 membrane, and the reflected laser light intensity is

modulated by an amount proportional to displacement of the resonator. The laser forms

a standing wave pattern in the direction perpendicular to the Si substrate, such that the

displacement of the monolayer modifies its optical absorption. The laser spot has a measured

radius of about 350 nm. The fact of measuring the mechanical resonator with the laser

beam modifies the dynamics of the mechanical vibrations by a small amount – increasing

the laser power modifies the resonance frequency and the resonance linewidth (Fig. 2). This

backaction has two components, the static and the dynamical backaction. The former allows

us to quantify K, and the latter τ .
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FIG. 1. Optomechanical device structure and working principle used to measure ther-

mal transport. (a) Schematic of the optomechanical device. The mechanical vibrations are

driven capacitively and detected by optical interferometry.3 The MoSe2 monolayer is a mobile

absorber in an optical standing wave produced by a 632 nm probe laser. The modulated laser

reflection intensity is measured with an avalanche photo-detector feeding a lock-in amplifier. (b)

Optical microscopy image of a typical device. (c) Heat transport induced by the absorption of

the laser power. A temperature difference ∆T is created from the heat flow. (d) Detection of the

laser-induced temperature rise ∆T using the fundamental mechanical mode of the optomechanical

resonator.

We measure the thermal conductance in a way similar to the well-established method

based on Raman measurements employed at room temperature.55,56 The static backaction

of the laser beam is a simple absorption heating effect, which results in a temperature

gradient ∆T between the center of the membrane and its circular clamp (Fig. 1c). The

heat flow is given by the power P absorbed in the membrane (Section 2 of Supplementary

Information). In a Raman measurement, ∆T is quantified by the frequency shift of Raman-

active peaks. In our case, ∆T is measured by the frequency shift ∆fT of the fundamental

mechanical mode (Fig. 1d). As a result, the equivalent thermal conductance is K = P/∆T .
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FIG. 2. Backaction of the laser on mechanical vibrations. Response of the displacement

amplitude of the mechanical mode as a function of the frequency of the driving force for two

different absorbed laser powers. The temperature is set at 3 K and the gate voltage at 4 V. The

red lines correspond to Lorentzian fits.

Mechanical MoSe2 drums with their high quality factor3 are extremely good temperature

sensors, allowing us to measure the linear thermal conductance down to 3 K. This is a

significant improvement compared to Raman measurements, which are typically operated

at 300 K or above, because the detection of the frequency shift of Raman-active peaks

requires comparatively large P .

We measure τ from the effect of the dynamical backaction on the electrostically driven

vibrations. Absorption heating from the laser beam expands the MoSe2 crystal,3 which is

equivalent to a force acting on the membrane. The crystal expansion responds to a change

in the absorbed laser power with delay, that is, the time τ for the membrane to heat up or

to cool down. The absorbed laser power oscillates in time because of the oscillating motion

of the membrane in the laser interference pattern used to detect the vibrations. Overall,

the photothermal force oscillates with a finite phase shift compared to the motion of the

membrane. The in-phase photothermal force modifies the resonance frequency by ∆fB and
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the out-of-phase photothermal force modifies the resonance linewidth by ∆ΓB as

∆fB = −1

2
fm
∂zF

z
photo

k

1

1 + (2πfmτ)2
, (1)

∆ΓB = fm
∂zF

z
photo

k

2πfmτ

1 + (2πfmτ)2
. (2)

Here, fm is the resonance frequency of the mechanical mode, k its spring constant, z the

coordinate in the direction perpendicular to the membrane, and ∂zF
z
photo the derivative of

the z-component of the photothermal force with respect to z. We infer τ from ∆fB and

∆ΓB for a fixed laser power using τ = −∆ΓB/4πfm∆fB.

The key to quantify ∆fT and ∆fB is to deform the static profile of the drum with

an electrostatic force (Fig. 3a). The drum is straight when it is not subject to a sizeable

electrostatic force. This is because the drum is mechanically stretched by the circular clamp,

as shown by the strong temperature dependence of fm (Figs. 3b,c); the tensile strain in the

membrane is quantified by the measured dependence of fm on the electrostatic force (Section

3 of Supplementary Information).3 The absorbed laser power generates a photothermal force

Fphoto that reduces the stretching force. When the drum is straight, the photothermal force

is perpendicular to the motion of the vibrations, so that ∆fB = 0 (Eq. 1); in this straight

configuration, we only measure ∆fT associated to the thermal conductance. When the drum

is bent, the photothermal force modifies both ∆fT and ∆fB. We obtain ∆fB by subtracting

the frequency shifts measured in the bending and the straight configurations (Section 4 of

Supplementary Information). We go from a straight configuration to a bending configuration

by applying a voltage V dc
g onto the gate electrode.

Figures 4a,b show the temperature dependance of the equivalent thermal conductance.

The conductance is obtained from the slope ∆fm/∆P in Fig. 4a using the calibration slope

∆fm/∆T in Fig. 3c. The conductance is measured in the linear regime, because the applied

P is low. The largest ∆T remains below 1 K. The estimation of the absorbed laser power is

detailed in Section 2 of Supplementary Information; we use 5.7 % for the absorption coeffi-

cient of MoSe2 monolayers.60 We also show that the absorption coefficient is independent of

temperature and gate voltage at the laser wavelength λ = 632 nm. In order to ensure that

the resonance frequency and the resonance linewidth Γm depend linearly on the laser power,

we estimate ∆fm/∆P and ∆Γm/∆P for absorbed laser powers below 35 nW when the tem-

perature is below 40 K, and 60 nW otherwise. We emphasize that the temperature profile

over the surface of the drum in the measurement of ∆fm/∆P differs from that of ∆fm/∆T .
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FIG. 3. MoSe2 drum under mechanical tension. (a) Static profile of the drum controlled

with an electrostatic force, by applying the tension V dc
g on the backgate (Fig. 1a). In the straight

configuration, the measured frequency shift is solely related to static backaction, which allows us

to quantify the thermal conductance. The drum is stretched by the force Fstrech from the circular

clamp. The force Fphoto produced by the laser beam reduces the stretching. In the bending

configuration, the frequency shift also depends on dynamical backaction, because ∂zF
z
photo is finite.

This allows us to quantify the time τ for the heat to travel out from the drum. The amplitude

of the mechanical vibrations (< 1 nm) is smaller than the static displacement (<∼ 10 nm) in the

bending configuration. (b) Response of the displacement amplitude of the mechanical mode as a

function of the frequency of the driving force at 3 K. (c) Resonance frequency of the mechanical

mode as a function of temperature for three different devices when the drum is in the straight

configuration.

This results in a prefactor in the conversion from the equivalent thermal conductance K

into the thermal conductivity of the monolayer, as described below.

The temperature dependance of the thermal conductance suggests diffusive transport at

high temperature (Fig. 4b). Upon increasing temperature above ∼ 100 K, the conductance

decreases, which is attributed to the reduction of the mean-free path due to phonon-phonon
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FIG. 4. Thermal conductance of MoSe2 monolayers. (a) Shift of the resonance frequency

∆fm as a function of absorbed laser power P when the drum is in the straight configuration.

(b) Thermal conductance K = P/∆T as a function of temperature. The right axis shows the

conductivity in the diffusive regime, which is obtained using Eq. 4 with η=0.61. The yellow star

symbol at 300 K corresponds to the thermal conductivity measured with the Raman method;60

we are not aware of another measurement of the thermal conductivity of MoSe2 monolayers. The

black line shows the conductivity in the diffusive regime for an infinitely large monolayer computed

by solving the Boltzmann transport equation as in Ref..84 The red and the blue line corresponds to

the conductance in the ballistic regime computed from first principles for the 1.5 and the 2.5 µm

radius drum, respectively, using Eq. 5 with α = 2.1 and α = 3.2.

scattering.78 Below ∼ 100 K, the conductance gets larger when increasing temperature.

This indicates that phonon-phonon scattering is no more relevant, so that the mean-free

path could be limited by e.g. the device size or the grain boundaries of the crystal. The

error bars of the thermal conductance in Fig. 4b come from the uncertainty in the absorption

coefficient A of the monolayer (Section 2 of Supplementary Information). Since we cannot

measure the absorption coefficient, we choose a large uncertainty, that is, A = 0.057± 0.03.

Figure 4b shows that this affects the measured temperature dependence of the thermal

conductance only weakly.

We measure τ by comparing the resonance frequency and the resonance linewidth mea-

sured with the resonator in the straight configuration (V dc
g = 0 V) and in the bending

configuration (V dc
g = 4 V) (Section 4 of Supplementary Information). Here V dc

g = 4 V is the

largest voltage that we apply, since a larger voltage may collapse the drum onto the bottom
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of the trench. The associated strain is less than 1% (Section 3 of Supplementary Informa-

tion). Such a small strain is expected to have no sizeable effect on the thermal transport

properties.79

Figures 5(a-c) show that τ remains constant when varying temperature within the error

bars of the measurements. We cannot measure τ above 100 K, since the reduced quality-

factor prevents us to resolve ∆fB. Using the averaged phonon velocity v ' 1300 m/s

computed by first principles (Section 5 of Supplementary Information), the average time

〈τ〉 = 3.3 ± 2.1 ns results in a mean-free path of about 4.3 ± 2.7 µm, which is consistent

with the 2.5 µm radius of the drum. This suggests that the majority of the phonon carriers

are ballistic over the size of the drum.

These measurements allow us to directly quantify the equivalent heat capacity of an

individual MoSe2 monolayer using C = 〈τ〉K. Figure 5d shows that the temperature de-

pendence of the heat capacity approaches a T 2 dependence. This is consistent with the T d

dependence expected for two-dimensional systems in its simplest form, where d = 2 is the di-

mensionality. Previous measurements of the phononic heat capacity of nano-materials were

carried out by packing them in macroscopic ensembles, such as films of nanotube ropes80

and powders of MoSe2 multilayered crystals.81 Such ensemble measurements suffer from the

coupling between nano-systems, which modifies the heat capacity at low temperature.

The temperature profile along the heat flow has to be considered when evaluating the

specific heat capacity c and the thermal conductivity κ of MoSe2 monolayers (Figs. 4b and

5d). The temperature is non-uniform over the surface of the drum when measuring the slope

∆fm/∆P , while it is uniform during the measurement of the calibration slope ∆fm/∆T .

These different temperature profiles add a geometrical constant in the conversion from C

and K into c and κ. In the ballistic regime, the temperature is taken as constant within a disc

corresponding to the region illuminated by the laser beam of radius r0; outside this region,

the temperature drops as 1/r along the radial coordinate r because of the conservation of

heat flow in our disc geometry (Section 5 of Supplementary Information). This contrasts

with the constant temperature profile along ballistic conductors with uniform width. In the

diffusive regime, the temperature decreases logarithmically along r due to phonon scattering
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FIG. 5. Time for the heat to travel out of the drum and specific heat capacity of MoSe2

monolayers. (a,b) Shifts of the resonance frequency ∆fB and the mechanical bandwidth ∆ΓB as

a function of absorbed laser power P . We obtain ∆fB and ∆ΓB by subtracting the frequency shift

and the bandwidth shift measured in the bending configuration from that measured in the straight

configuration. (c) Time for the heat to travel out of the drum as a function of temperature.

The large error bars at 12 and 35 K are due to the drift of the resonance frequency caused by

the automatized heating and cooling switches in our cryofree cryostat. The dashed black line

corresponds to the averaged τ . (d) Specific heat capacity as a function of temperature. We

convert C = 〈τ〉K into c using Eq. 3 with β = 0.86. The black dashed line corresponds to the T 2

dependence. The black continuous line corresponds to the specific heat capacity computed from

first-principles. Since the displacement sensitivity of the 1.5 µm radius drums was not good enough

to measure τ , we estimate 〈τ〉 from the value measured with the 2.5 µm radius drum and the radius

ratio. The error bars come from the uncertainty in 〈τ〉 and K.
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events.56,82,83 The measured C and K are converted into c and κ using

c =
C

πR2
0tρ

β, (3)

κ =
K

2πt
η, (4)

where R0 is the radius of the suspended drum, t = 0.64 nm the thickness of the monolayer,

and ρ the mass density of MoSe2. The geometrical constants β and η are of the order of one

and depend on R0, r0, and the temperature profile (Section 5 of Supplementary Information).

The conductivity in Fig. 4b is determined in the diffusive regime only.

The measured temperature dependence of κ above ∼ 100 K can be described by first-

principles calculations on MoSe2 monolayers in the diffusive regime (Fig. 4b), whereas the

measured temperature dependencies of c and K below ∼ 100 K are consistent with predic-

tions in the ballistic regime (Figs. 4b and 5d). For the comparison between measurements

and theory, we derive the ballistic conductance in our peculiar disc geometry assuming that

the inner reservoir is given by the radius r0, and the outer reservoir by R0. We obtain

K = 2πr0tα ·
ρcv

2
, (5)

v =

∑
q,sCq,s

2|vq,s|
π∑

q,sCq,s

, (6)

where Cq,s = dnq,s

dT
h̄ωq,s is the specific heat of the phonon of the branch s with momenta q,

ωq,s the phonon pulsation, nq,s the Bose occupation factor, and vq,s the group velocity. The

constant α is another geometric factor of the order of one like β and η. The expression of

these three geometrical factors is given in Eqs. S34, S50, and after S26 of Supplementary

Information. The phonon properties of the monolayer lattice are calculated using density

functional perturbation theory. Instead, in the diffusive regime, the conductivity is derived

by an exact solution of the Boltzmann transport equation taking into account three-phonon

interactions and isotopic scattering.84 In such a calculation, we use scattering rates derived

by first principles that depend on the energy and momentum of the involved phonons, in

contrast to the single empirical effective time τ used in Eqs. 1 and 2, which describes the

characteristic time for the heat to travel out of the resonator. The conductivity derived with

a homogenous temperature gradient (∇T ) can be compared to the measured conductance

through Eq. 4, which maps transport with non-homogenous ∇T to that with homogenous

∇T . The derivation of Eqs. 3-6 and information on the first-principle calculations can be
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found in Section 5 of Supplementary Information. The reasonably good agreement between

measurement and theory in Fig. 4b suggests that the resistance at the interface between

the monolayer and the substrate does not contribute significantly to the thermal transport.

Future work will be carried out on smaller diameter drums where the resistance of the

interface is expected to become comparatively larger.

Our optomechanical measurements provide a detailed picture of thermal transport in

monolayer MoSe2 lattices down to cryogenic temperature. Our work opens the possibility to

measure thermal properties in a large variety of different two-dimensional materials, because

the devices required for these measurements are simple to fabricate. We will improve the

quality factor of drums by e.g. increasing their diameter in order to measure τ and the heat

capacity up to room temperature. This new measurement method may allow the explo-

ration of the phonon hydrodynamics regime, which is expected to be robust in monolayer

systems.66,67 This regime is interesting because heat is carried by collective excitations of

phonon states. This gives rise to a new type of sound propagation, called second sound.

The measurement of τ should enable the direct access of the velocity of the second sound.

In addition, this new measurement method may shed light on the divergence of the ther-

mal conductivity in two-dimensions, when the size of the system increases.50 The origin of

this behaviour is under active investigation with different interpretations based on either

the dimensionality of the system or the special phononic states that remain ballistic over

extraordinarily long distances.79,85,86 Optomechanical measurements also enable the study

of the anisotropic thermal conductivity, as recently demonstrated in 10−100 nm thick black

phosphorus crystals at room temperature.87
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